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On negation in the Ligurian hinterland Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the Crucial Languages Seminar, Geneva, 1990 and published in the Zeitschrift für romanische Philologie (Parry 1997).  
Mair Parry
1. Introduction
The two north west Italian dialect groups, Piedmontese and Ligurian, can be considered as illustrating synchronically two phases of the spiral development of sentential negation which has characterised many languages, including Romance. According to 'Jespersen's cycle' a negative marker comes to be reinforced by a noun phrase complement of the verb or by an adverb and as a result of overuse and repetition, this reinforcer may be grammaticalised; this may eventually take over the function of the original marker, making it redundant and subject to deletion. Among the major Romance languages, standard Spanish and Italian preserve the single preverbal negative marker (Neg I) of Latin NON, whereas the evolution of French shows the development of various discontinuous structures (Neg II), with the standard eventually favouring ne...pas, and the continuation of the cycle, or better, spiral in contemporary substandard French resulting in the demise of ne and the marking of sentential negation by postverbal pas alone (Neg III).
 Ligurian dialects, like Italian, maintain the preverbal negative nu; Piedmontese on the other hand presents a situation similar to modern colloquial French, having started to lose the preverbal negative of a discontinuous construction as early as the 15th c.  15th-c. sermon (ed. Clivio 1976:41): “Belli freli chi sei vegnù in questa present/ matina, ave fait el vostr debit; queli chi son / nent vegnù, ne poenu pa dir ansì.....”
(1)	Neg I		Latin: NON VIDEO	'I do not see'.
			Italian: non vedo		..
			Lig. (Noli): sE  nu maN'dZEmu  'Se non mangiamo' (AIS 1278)
	Neg II		French: je ne vois pas	..
	Neg III	Colloquial French: je vois pas	..
			Pied.: se maN'dZuma nEN  	'If we do not eat'  (AIS 1278) Postverbal neN  reduced from n...neNt(< NON....NEC ENTEM / NE GENTEM). 
Between the two major dialect areas, in the hinterland of modern Liguria, on the northern side of the Appenines there exist conservative dialects that maintain to this day the intermediate phase, Neg II The syntax of these dialects is basically of the Piedmontese type, as is the morphology, but they exhibit many Ligurian phonetic features. Note that the preverbal negative is reduced to /N/.. A group of these dialects presents a very unusual ordering of the preverbal negative marker with respect to the complement clitics. However, before discussing this striking phenomenon, it will be useful to review briefly the range of negative structures available in these dialects for the light that they can shed on the mechanism of the cycle of negation. Examples are taken from the dialect of Cairo Montenotte, a representative dialect of the upper Val Bormida These are drawn from extensive fieldwork in the area, initially for Parry 1985. Symbols used in the morpheme-by-morpheme glosses include SCL= subject clitic, OCL= direct object clitic, IOCL= indirect object clitic, REFL=reflexive, NEG=negation, PART=partitive, LOC=locative, sg.=singular, pl.=plural, f.=feminine, m.=masculine, expl.=expletive.. 
1.2 Negative structures in the dialects of the Val Bormida
Although Neg II is the norm, all three stages of the cycle may be found, e.g.
(2) 	a	Neg I	u-N  			pu’Riva 	ka'pi        
			3msgSCL-NEG	could 		understand	
			‘He could not understand’;
	b	Neg II	u		me-N           	le		da'ra	neNt
			3msgSCL 	1sgIOCL-NEG 3msgOCL	will give NEG
			‘He won't give it to me’;
	c	Neg III	a		 R-a          	neN 	viSt
				3fsgSCL	3fsgSCL-has	NEG	seen
				‘She has not seen’;
	 d			u		l-E 		neN 	tSIN 
				3msgSCL 	3msgSCL-is 	NEG	 full
				‘It is not full’.

Whereas nen is the normal postverbal sentential negator, pa is also used:
(3a)	a		N          vu’rejsa	p 	k a par’tismu ‘seNtsa salu’tele
	3msgSCL 	NEG	would-want	NEG	that
	‘he wouldn’t want us to leave without saying goodbye to him!’

(3b)	ma a 	   n	  i	  l	!  	p 	diZ-nu	k a N  baP’l va neN 
	but 1SCL NEG 3IOCL 3sgOCL have NEG 	said-NEG that .....
	‘But I didn’t tell him that I couldn’t dance!’

(3c)	Si	ma	dy’menika	u		n-E 	p      ‘vny-nu
	Yes 	but	Sunday		3msgSCL	NEG-is NEG come-NEG 
	‘Yes, but on Sunday he didn’t come!’   
 
The Val Bormida dialects reflect the functional specialization found in the main Piedmontese area, with pa being used to negate a presupposition (Zanuttini 1997:??), as Italian mica (Cinque 1991). This emerges clearly from the expression of surprise in (3a) and from the fact that (3b)  and (3c) are introduced by the adversative, ma. The last two examples display a further negative particle, enclitic nu, which is rarely heard and which informants considered particularly archaic and contributing to the reinforcement of the negation. Although here unstressed, it is probably cognate with Lombard postverbal no, deriving from the affective repetion of the negation (cf. colloq. English, no way! ) at the end of an intonational phrase in focal position (see Schwegler 1988 for further Romance examples).
	Another spontaneous recorded example of nu, following ty, is:
(4)	a	a	N 	sujn	tSy-nu		se m  ES‘tSapi l ar’munika
		1SCL	NEG	play	more-NEG
		‘I won’t play any more if you break my harmonica’.
Further elicited examples of nu, used with the preverbal negative marker alone, were:
	b	a	N 	l	! 	viSt-le-nu
		1SCL	NEG	3sgOCL-have	seen-3msgOCL-NEG
		‘I haven’t seen him’;
	c	mi	a 	 N 	le		maNdZ -nu
		I	1SCL	NEG	3sgOCL	eat-NEG
		‘I am not eating it’;
	d	mi	a	N	i	v g-nu
		I	1SCL	NEG	there	go-NEG
		‘I am not going there’.

Unstressed enclitic nu also occurs in Monferrino varieties (Berruto notes its cliticisation to pa  ‘In morfosintassi, la forma tipica di negazione è la posposizione di [pa], talvolta [pano], al verbo’ (Berruto, 1974:34) and it is fairly common, especially cliticised to ty, in the Val Roia group of dialects in the west Ligurian hinterland (e.g. at Brigue/Briga):
(5)	a	Briga:		n.   m.  uRa_god.   ‘tSy-nu 
			‘I don’t remember it (any more)’ (W. Forner p.c.); 
	b	ALI 1756: 	mi-u-a-ku’< uS -nu
		 		‘I don’t know him’;
	c	ALI 2040:	n. -Ra- kat.-nu
				'I am not buying it';
	d 			.n't.,  .n l i 'enu  (Massajoli and Moriani, 1991: 296)
				‘Antonio non c'è (no)?’;
	e			ti n.  'dEvu-nu 'faa ku'Si
				‘You mustn’t do like that’ (ib.).
	Regarding the use of other negative strategies in the Val Bormida dialects:	the incidence of single preverbal n is extremely low in spoken Cairese: its occurrence however, with specific verbs and in specific types of structures in both the spoken and the written dialect suggests that this relic of the older construction type has, or had until recently, a semantico-syntactic significance. It would seem to convey a more attenuated negation in contrast to the stronger negative value expressed by Neg II (see Parry 1997).
	At the most advanced stage of the negative spiral, the loss of preverbal n is favoured by certain contexts of informal discourse. Forms of the verbs eSi 'to be' and a'v,j 'to have' frequently lack a preverbal negative (see examples 2c and 2d),  while the presence of complement clitics, especially the partitive n, nun (< INDE) and first person plural n (<  NOS), also seems to contribute to its non-occurrence, e.g. 
(5)	a		n!         	neNt  a baS'taNtsa
	1sgSCL 	PART-have	NEG enough
	‘I haven't enough [of it]’. 
In the first type of context, i.e. before forms of the verbs eSi 'to be' and  a'v,j 'to have', the occurrence of preverbal n would have entailed the displacement of another clitic, which occurs before many forms of the auxiliary verbs and which probably derives from an erstwhile subject clitic (Parry 1995), e.g.
(6) 	a	a j !   viSt   ‘I have seen’	  ~	a n !  neNt viS t ‘I have not seen’
	b	u l'A  viSt ‘he has seen’	  ~	u n A  neNt viS t ‘he has not seen’.
Negation in this context involves substitution rather than insertion, with the result that the extra effort required to perform this operation may have rendered the redundant preverbal n particularly vulnerable.
	Loss of the preverbal negative in the second type of context (the presence of complement clitics, especially those containing a nasal) provides further evidence in support of suggestions that in a number of Romance varieties the development of a close bond between subject clitic and verb, as well as the possible homophonic clash with certain complement clitics, has contributed to the loss of the preverbal negative (Harris 1978, Ashby 1981, Posner 1985, Schwegler 1988, Parry 1989, Berruto 1990). Some Northern Italian dialects have tight restrictions on the number of preverbal clitics that may occur, although this is not the case in the Val Bormida. In certain Franco-Provençal dialects the subject clitics (other than the 2sg.) that appear before the auxiliary verb in compound tenses are displaced by a complement clitic (Roberts, 1994); similarly, in certain Friulian dialects vocalic subject clitics yield to both complement clitics and the preverbal negative marker (Benincà 1986, 468). In the Friulian dialects concerned the lack of a discontinuous negative structure means that the preverbal negative cannot be omitted. In the Val Bormida, however, sentences in which three preverbal nasal clitics (1plOCL, the negative, and the partitive) could potentially appear, e.g.
(7)	u	neN 			n'a		neN 	par’lP -n-ne
	3sgSCL 1plIOCL-NEG	PART-has	NEG	spoken-1plIOCL-PART
	‘He has not spoken to us about it';
one /N/ is squeezed out, and this is bound to be the redundant negative:
 (8)	u-N 			n'a 		neN  	par’lP -n-ne
	3sgSCL-1plIOCL 	PART-has 	NEG 	spoken-1plIOCL-PART
2. Ordering of preverbal clitics
The norm for simple predicate negation in the transition dialects of the Val Bormida remains, however, Neg II. It is probable that the influence of neighbouring Ligurian dialects has been active in preserving the preverbal negative marker here, in contrast to its loss in most Piedmontese varieties On Piedmontese negation see Albin (1984), Parry (1988), Berruto (1990).. Outside influence cannot be held responsible, however, for a most unusual ordering of this clitic in some dialects in respect of complement clitics. Before discussing this, let us briefly consider its position in relation to subject clitics.
	The order of preverbal clitics that emerged in Romance was Subject Clitic, Negative marker, Object clitic - an order still evident today in Standard French:
(8)	je	ne	te		le		donne	 pas
	1sgSCL NEG	2sgIOCL 	3msgOCL	give	NEG
	‘I am not giving it to you’.
(9)	Je		ne	le		lui		donne	 pas 
	1sgSCL 	NEG 	3msgOCL 	3sgIOCL	give	NEG
	‘I do not give it to him’.
This was the order found in Piedmontese before the loss of the preverbal negative:
(10) Astigiano:	“s'o	 ne	me	 fe	o	debit”	(Alione 15th c.)  Inverted commas indicate written data, in which the phonetic value of the symbols may vary according to time and place of origin (e.g. modern standard Piedmontese and the Genoese orthography have o for [u], whereas u is used in the Savonese texts).
			if-2plSCL NEG 1IOCL do 	the duty
		            ‘if you do not do your duty by me’,
as well as in other Northern Italian dialects, e. g. in the 16th-century Paduan dialect of Ruzante. By today, many Northern Italian dialects show a different order:  some or all of the subject clitics appear to the right of the negative marker, e.g. in Paduan and Trentino See Benincà (1983: 30, fn. 4)  for Paduan, Brandi and Cordin (1989: 120) for Trentino, and Poletto (1993)..
2.1 Exceptions to the traditional ordering: NEG - SCL
In some modern dialects the position of the negative relative to the subject clitic depends on person specification, e.g. in modern Florentine the negative, which normally follows the subject clitic, precedes the second person SCLs 	 um    vu        vi         sposate	 (AIS Map 69)
          NEG  2plSCL 2plOCL marry
	'(Why) don't you get married?'. In many Ligurian dialects, e.g. Genoese, Savonese, Ventimigliese, the negative usually precedes the 2 sgSCL as well as the 3sg. and pl. prevocalic subject clitic l, but follows 3 sg. u (m.) and a (f.) and pl. i (m. and f.) However, the order ti nu (2sgSCL NEG) is still common in Liguria (see Borgogno, 1972: 73-74).:
(11) Genoese:	“No	ti		me		salûi”     (Pasolini 1982, 53)
		NEG	2sgSCL 	1sgOCL	greet
		‘You do not greet me’

(12) Val Graveglia:	i prej	se	nu	te	i	pagi	i    nu	‘kantu 
		      the priests  if 	NEG 2sgSCL 3plOCL pay 3plSCL NEG sing
		'Priests won't sing, unless they're paid' (proverb) (Plomteux 1975, 784)
(13) Savonese:	 “de cunseggi  nu      ti        ne     veu” (Besio and Buzzano 1979, 15)
		of advice  NEG   2sgSCL PART want
		'you do not want advice';
(14) Ventimigliese: a	nu     ti    saj   (Azaretti 1977, 237)
		         	NEG 2sgSCL know
			'you do not know';

		b	 nu         l-E     'mia 'vera  (ibid. )
			NEG 3SCL is NEG true
			'it is not true';

		c	se    a       nu      	gu        u        v!     d (ibid. 237)
			if 3fsgSCL NEG 	3IOCL 3sgOCLwants to-give
			‘if she does not want to give it to him’.
In all these varieties the negative particle always precedes all the complement clitics and the constancy of the pattern is such that Rizzi (1986) argued for 'two clitic clusters, one under INFL including Scl and negation, the other under VP including the complement clitics. We may expect reorderings to take place within a cluster, but not across clusters.' See Brandi/Cordin (1989, 120), ‘the range of variation is limited to the relative order of negation and subject clitics, but it never affects the other types of clitics, such as complement clitics (my italics)’.. The order of complement clitics may vary from one Romance variety to another (Fr. je la lui donne  in contrast to It. gliela do),  or from one stage of a language to another (Early It. lo mi in contrast to modern me lo) The early Romance order may still be found in some Ligurian varieties, e.g. Perinaldo, u me [=lo mi] in contrast to the more usual  me lo order, e.g. Ventimiglia, me u  (Borgogno, 1972, 70),, or even synchronically within one language, as in the case of the French examples cited above (te le but le lui), but the negative is not involved: reordering is possible intra- but not inter- group. Summing up Rizzi's hypothesis, Brandi and Cordin conclude,
In this way we can explain why negation always precedes or follows the subject clitic but never breaks the clitic cluster at some other point, say between the indirect and the direct object (1989: 121).
2.2 Exceptions to the traditional ordering: OCL - NEG
Data from a group of Val Bormida dialects invalidates any assumptions based on the premise that the negative marker never interrupts the cluster of complement clitics. In the dialects of Cairo Montenotte, Saliceto, Cengio, Dego, S. Giulia, Scaletta Uzzone, Piana Crixia, Merana, Montaldo di Spigno, Giusvalla, Pontinvrea, Montenotte preverbal n must follow all subject clitics and, although it precedes some complement clitics, it obligatorily follows others: 
(15) Cairo M.   a	te-N 		  le	   	p!S    neN  'de-t-le
	       	1sgSCL  2sgIOCL-NEG 3msgOCL can NEG give-2sgIOCL-3msgOCL
		'I cannot give it to you'.
Again the variation is determined by person specification: the negative follows all 1sg., 1pl., 2sg. and 2pl. complement clitics, as well as the 3 refl. clitic (an epenthetic i or e links the two clitics). Although the 1pl. (direct and indirect) OCL is homophonous with the preverbal negative marker, it seems logical to interpret nin as 1pl(I)OCL - NEG, for two reasons: (a) by analogy with the 1sg(I)OCL-NEG order, and (b) dialects which have NEG-OCL for all persons do not link the two clitics by means of an epenthetic vowel (Osiglia: uN  m'a vista lit. 'he NEG me saw'; un ne n a par’lP   'he NEG to-us about-it talked').

(16) Cairo M.  u mi-N  seNt neNt			'he does not hear me'
		u ti-N  seNt neNt			'he does not hear you (sg.)'
		u ni-N  seNt neNt			'he does not hear us'
		u vi-N  seNt neNt			'he does not hear you (pl)'
		u si-N  'lPva neNt	.		'he does not wash (himself)'.
(17) S. Giulia:		a	veN 		vug  	neNt
			1sgSCL 2plOCL-NEG see 	NEG'
			‘I cannot see you’.
(18) Piana Crixia:	a		te-N 		vug	neNt
		  	1sgSCL	2sgOCL-NEG	see 	NEG
			‘I cannot see you’;
(19) Dego:		i	se-N 		'taju 	neN t 
			3plSCL 3REFL-NEG	cut 	NEG
		      	‘They are not cut’.
The negative precedes all 3rd person non-reflexive (I)OCLs:
(20) Cairo M.:	u-N  li seNt neNt		'he does not hear him'
		u-N  Ra seNt neNt		'he does not hear her'
		u n-i d  neNt i 'sodi	'he does not give him the money'.
	u n-i seNt neNt		'he does not hear them'.
(21) S.Giulia:	a-N 		li		vug 	neNt
		1sgSCL-NEG 3msgOCL 	see 	NEG
		‘I cannot see him’.
The locative clitic i, which is homophonous with the dative 3rd person clitic (sg. and pl.), also follows the negative, as does the partitive (prevocalic n or preconsonantal  nun):
(22) Cairo M.	u		n	i 	va 	neNt
		3msgSCL 	NEG	LOC 	goes 	NEG
		‘he does not go there’; 
(23) Cairo M.	u-N 		  nuN 		sa 	'njENte
		3msgSCL-NEG PART	knows	nothing
		‘he knows nothing about it’.
The above data may be contrasted with the usual pattern of clitic ordering which is found in neighbouring dialects such as those of Roccavignale and Murialdo:
(24) Roccavignale:	eN 	te		vug	neNt
			1sgSCL-NEG  2sgOCL 	see	NEG
			‘I cannot see you’;
(25) Murialdo:  u-N 		se		p2	neN 	fe-se		pa'rEdZ
		3msgSCL-NEG 3REFL	can	NEG	do-3REFL	like this
		‘one cannot do like this’.
Particularly noteworthy is the appearance of  two preverbal negative clitics in at least two dialects  on the southern border of the Val Bormida:
(26) Carcare:	e-N 		te-N 		ka'piS 
		1sgSCL-NEG 2sgOCL-NEG understand
		‘I do not understand you’.
(27) Cosseria:	a	I-N 		te-N 		 daN    neNt  u   libr
			3plSCL-NEG 	2sgIOCL-NEG give NEG the book
			‘they do not give you the book’;
	b	u 'libr	/    u-N 	  seN 		le    	 'purta  neNt    a ka 
		the book, 3sgSCL-NEG 3refl-NEG 	3msgOCL takes NEG to house
		‘the book, he is not taking it home with him’;
	c	 Ra ka 	/     i-N 		   ve-N  	    	Ra		daN   neNt
		the house, 3plSCL-NEG 2plIOCL-NEG 3fsgOCL 	give  NEG
		‘the house, they won’t give it to you’;
	d	aN 	te-N 	    	   Ra	    p2S  	neNt	'de-t-Ra
	1sgSCL-NEG 	2sgIOCL-NEG 3fsgOCL can NEG 	give-2sgIOCL-3fsgOCL
	 	‘I can’t give it to you’.
However, the two preverbal negatives occur only if there occurs a 1sg., 1pl., 2sg. 2pl. or 3refl. OCLs:
(28) Cosseria: 	Ra tSav /  	a-N 	R-a		'dP -Ra		 a   ni'S yN 
		the key, 1sgSCL-NEG 3fsgOCL-have given-3fsgOCL to nobody
		‘the key, I’ve not given it to anyone’.
(29) Carcare:	e-N 		le	seNt
		1sgSCL-NEG  3sgOCL hear
		‘I cannot hear him’.
Should only one negative appear preverbally, this normally occurs in the same position as in the Cairo Montenotte group:
(30) Carcare:	e	ve-N 		s2 	'di-ve		njeNte
		1sgSCL 2plIOCL-NEG know to-tell -2plIOCL nothing
		‘I cannot tell you anything’. 
(31) Cosseria: 	i 'sodi  /	ti	  mi-n-i        		dPj   neNt  iN 'k2 j
		 the money,	2sgSCL 1IOCL-NEG-3plOCL give NEG today
		‘the money, you aren’t giving me it today’.

Thus, not only does this group of dialects have a highly unusual sequence of preverbal clitics but a few of them also display regular repetition or copying of the preverbal negative with no apparent emphasis. This grammaticalisation of a second preverbal negative could be the result of dialect contact, since the dialects in question occupy the transitional area between those dialects to the south that have the usual Romance order and those listed above which have the negative breaking up the sequence of complement clitics.
	Two negative elements may occur before the verb in some Romance varieties with preverbal negation: they are found when a negative adverb or quantifier raises to preverbal position and are instances of ‘negative concord’ (Zanuttini 1987):

(32) Ventimigliese:	'ki	ni'SyN 	nu	fa   	'niNte	(Azaretti 1977: 236)
			here 	nobody NEG	does	nothing
			‘here nobody does anything’.

 This originally topicalized construction, with the fronted negative quantifier or adverb  located higher up the structure than the sentential negator may become obligatory in some dialects. Preverbal negative concord of this sort does not occur in the Val Bormida and in any case we are dealing here with two occurrences of the sentential negator which, as we saw, may occur not only in the unusual position following first and second person OCLs and the reflexive, but also in the canonical position preceding all OCLs.
3. Other evidence of complement clitics preceding the negative
I leave aside early Ibero-Romance examples of the positioning of the preverbal negative after the pronoun object, e.g.
(33)	“porque lo non veia”
	‘because him not he-saw’
'because he didn't see him' (Alvar (1960, 1: 23) and Menéndez Pidal (1962: 114)),
since these are examples of encliticization of complement pronouns to the complementizer or WH item so that not only the negative but also subject pronouns, noun and adverbial phrases can follow them (e.g. si lo TU quisieres, como lo EL REY fiziera See also Benincà (1994:217, n.6)). Otherwise, let us consider a few other not particularly convincing examples of the negative following complement clitics in northern Italian dialects:
ii)	Spiess (1970: 206) states that the n separating the first person complement clitic used reflexively in a phrase from the dialect of Collina d'Oro, near to Lugano in Switzerland, 
(34)	 mi		  ma-n			iN 'kali		‘miga  
	1sg. tonic pron. 1sgOCL NEG	dare		NEG
	'I do not dare',
'non è altro che un ultimo resto fossilizzato della particella di negazione atona ne conservatasi qui in un verbo usato quasi esclusivamente in frasi negative'. He makes no reference to the unusual ordering of the now obsolete preverbal negative marker relative to the complement clitic See Plomteux (1975, 455-56) for N. It. dialect examples of the verb, all of which are negated. Spiess (1970, 207, n.5) gives another example of what he takes to be a fossilized negative:
i)          	a          ma            n'im             fa da nagott
	expl.SCL 1sgIOCL NEG-PART makes nothing
		'I don't care a jot'.
Here again the n  is preceded by the first person complement clitic. However, the n'im may not represent NEG-PART but may be simply one form corresponding to the partitive, as Cairo M. nun < INDE (I am grateful to P. Benincà for this observation). The fact that the locative ga also precedes n'im in another example,
ii)	    a     ga       n'im     podi   miga
	SCL LOC NEG-PART can NEG
	   'I can't do anything about it',
tends to support this interpretation..
iii) AIS maps yield some possible evidence of the order 1sg. OCL - NEG: AIS1678, Questa donna non mi piace ‘I don’t like this woman’.
(35) pt. 107 Trasquara (north of Domodossola): ‘kwEsta ‘fEmna la m na pjaS  mija
(36) pt. 132 Ronco Canavese: ha fEna hi i mne pjaj nent
Since Map  1665, containing the sequence NEG + 3 REFL OCL, gave the canonical Romance order for point 107 (pt. 132 shows no preverbal negative here) An attempt to find further evidence of this order proved abortive, since the modern dialect has no preverbal negative., the evidence is far from conclusive and we could be dealing here with a phonetic phenomenon, a case of nasal epenthesis or metathesis, involving the nasal consonants m and n. However, the possibility that a change in order of preverbal NEG  and OCL started with the 1st person singular complement clitic (which includes a nasal phoneme) cannot be excluded (see section 4.1 below).
No such ambiguity is found in the dialect of Vermes in the Jura described by Butz (1981), however, for here there is an identical pattern of preverbal clitic ordering to that found in the Val Bormida dialects: 1sg. and pl., 2sg. and pl. and the REFL OCL precede the negative marker 'Im verneinten Satz stehen die Objektspronomina der 1. und 2. Pers. Sg. und Pl. immer vor der Negationspartikel 'ne'. Die Stellung der Objekts pronomina der 3. Pers. hingegen ist die gleiche wie im Französischen....In verneinten Sätzen steht das Reflexivpronomen ausnahmlos vor der Negationspartikel 'ne'' (Butz 1981, 76 and 78); see also ibid. 244. ; examples include:
(37) Vermes:	a	mun	an	m		.n	‘trOv	pu (Butz 1981:76)
			my husband	1sgOCL	NEG	find	more
			‘My husband can no longer find me’;	
		b	soli	no		n	di	rã	(ibid. 76)
			that	1plIOCL	NEG	says	nothing
			‘That doesn't explain anything (to us)’; 
		c	a	s	n	e	p	ma’ryE 	(ibid. 78)
			3sgSCL REFL NEG has NEG married
			‘He hasn't got married’.
The assumption made above regarding the order, 1plOCL NEG, in the Val Bormida dialects is confirmed by its unambiguous representation in this variety. The dialect of Vermes also has a postverbal negative but, as we saw from the Giusvalla and Pontinvrea data (section 2.1), this is not a pre-requisite for the re-ordering of the preverbal NEG and OCL.
	It may well be that other little-known Romance varieties show infringements of the canonical Romance order whereby the negative marker precedes all the complement clitics, but in the light of the evidence already available, however, the claim that the negative marker can never break the clitic cluster at a point other than between the subject clitic and the complement clitics is no longer tenable.
4. Theoretical ramifications of the negation interrupting the Complement clitic sequence
The two different positions available for preverbal negation: (i) preceding all complement clitics or (ii) interrupting the sequence, led Zanuttini (1997) to suggest that the two negative markers are associated with two separate functional projections:
1) the first being a NegP or PolP (Polarity Phrase), located higher than Infl (or AgrSP) that hosts the ‘strong’ negative marker, one that can negate the sentence on its own - this is the type found in Italian and in Ligurian dialects. This type heads an independent syntactic projection (PolP), structurally higher than the projections hosting the complement clitics and the verb, as well as the subject ‘agreement’ clitics (Zanuttini 1997:??).
	Following the ‘demotion’  of subject pronouns deriving from Latin nominative forms to agreement clitics, the diachronic change referred to in 2.1 above whereby many northern Italian dialects with Neg I have witnessed or are witnessing a change from SCL NEG > NEG SCL is not surprising. In varieties that developed postverbal negation, the ‘demotion’ of the subject clitics to agreement markers may have been accommodated by a more straightforward loss of the redundant preverbal negative marker  A detailed chronological study is needed to investigate the interaction of the two phenomena - this I leave to future research.;
2) the second preverbal negative marker is generated elsewhere - ‘preverbal negators that cannot negate a clause by themselves are best analysed as not heading an independent syntactic projection (such as Pol P) but rather being adjoined to a syntactic head that independently exists in the structure, such as the one to which the verb or pronominal clitics are adjoined’ (Zanuttini 1997:??). The negative, in this case, raises from the head position of a NegP or PolP projection lower than Infl, precisely the projection whose Specifier position is occupied by the postverbal negative marker (nent, pa etc.). The negative clitic that raises with the verb (and any complement clitics) to adjoin to an already existing syntactic head is considered a ‘weak’ negative marker since it cannot negate a sentence on its own. According to Zanuttini, the position of this ‘weak’ negative with respect to other proclitic elements  varies according to the options available for the ordering of cliticization within the variety in question: it can end up cliticised to the finite verb complex in a position in between the complement clitics (Zanuttini 1997:??).

	Zanuttini’s distinction between ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ preverbal negative clitics neatly matches syntactic function (the strong negative marker is self-sufficient, the weak one needs a postverbal reinforcer) to surface syntactic  position (the former always precedes all complement clitics whereas the latter may appear inside the cluster). However, just as the typological generalization that the order NEG-SCL occurs only in Neg I languages (Poletto 1993: 107-108) admits some exceptions Although it is normally the strong negative marker that precedes subject clitics, data in Zörner (1986: 105) and in Zörner (1993: 89) from dialects in the provinces of Piacenza and Pavia show that NEG-SCL may also be found in dialects which have Neg II:
i) Gambaro		    ne      t          i        ku’<ysi  	‘miga 
			NEG 	2sgSCL 3plOCL know 	NEG
			 ‘you do not know them’;
ii) Varzi 
  en	te	m'2 		‘mia	dit	k en	te	sa’ris	‘mia	stat   a  ka
  'NEG 	2sgSCL 1sgIOCL-have 	NEG 	said	that NEG 2sgSCL would-be NEG  been at home'
‘You didn’t tell me that you wouldn’t be at home’.	
, so does the complementary generalization that OCL-NEG occurs only in Neg II and Neg III languages. A few dialects to the east of the Val Bormida (in the Erro valley), Giusvalla and Pontinvrea, show this unusual order even though simple sentential negation does not include a postverbal negative:
(38) Giusvalla	a	kwi	u	se-N 		veNd	ER   pa'tate
			here explSCL 	REFL-NEG	sells	the potatoes
			‘here they do not sell potatoes’;
	b	me	s2 	a	me-N 		R a		v2 	'de
		my	sister	3fSCL	1sgOCL-NEG	3fsgOCL	wants	to give
		‘my sister doesn’t want to give it to me’.

(39) Pontinvrea: a	 a	tE -N 	ka’piS 
			1SCL 2sgOCL-NEG understand
			‘I don’t understand you’;
		b	i	 me-N 		 	 aN 	'viS ta
			3plSCL 1fsgOCL-NEG	have	seen
			‘They haven’t seen me’.
	Another approach  to the breaking up of the complement clitic cluster by the preverbal negative (Parry 1997) draws on proposals relating to the ordering of complement clitics in particular and seeks to account for the exact point at which the sequence is interrupted, namely after first and second person and the reflexive pronouns. Complement clitic ordering,  particulary in Romance, has been much discussed within different theoretical frameworks, e.g. Perlmutter (1971) and Kayne (1975) highlighted the lack of interdependence between the syntactic order of lexical NPs and the order of complement clitics. Watson (1997) in a recent study of French complement clitics argues that:
 ‘the French CCs are template-formed phrasal affixes, that is to say a type of element which is cross-linguistically susceptible to constraints of a non-syntactic nature, whose ordering and co-occurrence constraints are consistent with a hierarchy of prominence based upon an interaction between topic continuity and the degree of individuation of a particular referent’ (p. 87).
 As discussed below and in Parry (1997), pragmatic and discourse factors appear to have been influential in determining the ordering of the complement clitics relative to the preverbal negative marker. The template model, which considers groups of clitics to be combined in the lexicon, since they may be subject to the sort of morphological constraint that operates at word level, does not account for instances of interruption (admittedly unusual) of the complement clitic sequences (Val Bormida and Vermes negation) or ‘clitic splitting’. Recent generative models that adopt a split CP and AgrP, however, contemplate the attachment of subject and complement clitics to different functional heads (Kayne 1994 ‘from the perspective of the LCA (Linear Correspondence Axiom), sequences of clitics must not be analyzed as successive adjunctions to the same head but instead should be analyzed as involving either adjunctions to distinct functional heads (e.g. one clitic to Tense, one to Agr) or adjunctions of one clitic to another or some combinations thereof (Kayne 1994: 21)., Zanuttini 1997, Poletto 1995, Uriegareka 1995), while positing the interaction of pragmatics and syntax may offer a more illuminating explanation.
4.1 'Clitic splitting'
Although the norm is for complement clitics to cluster together, the phenomenon of 'clitic splitting', found in non-standard varieties, demonstrates that clitics can occupy independent positions within the sentence. Split clitics are found in complex verb structures composed of modal verb + infinitive, or an auxiliary + past participle, or a causative verb + infinitive  Many of the following examples of clitic splitting are discussed either by Kayne (1991: 661) or Benucci (1989: 311).:
(40) Occitan:	Te'l	 		volem		portar-lo Kayne (1989: 248 and 1991: 663) proposes the following explanation for a correlation he perceives in Romance varieties between clitic-infinitive order and the 'split clitic' phenomenon: 'the essential difference is that in these clitic-infinitive constructions there are two adjunction sites (To and Infno) available to the clitics within the infinitival complement, whereas in infinitive-clitic constructions there is only one (To), by virtue of the infinitive having moved through Infno'. This Occitan example, however, has a post-infinitival clitic.	(Salvat 1943: 61)
		2sgIOCL-3sgOCL	we-want	to-bring-3sgOCL
		‘We want to bring it to you’;
(41) Franco-Provençal:	T'an -të		deut- lo?  (Chenal 1986: 399)
				2sgIOCL-have-they	said 3sgOCL
				‘Have they said it to you?’
In a movement analysis one clitic would remain attached to the embedded verb while the other would rise to the matrix verb This phenomenon is seen by some as weakening the restructuring hypothesis, but it can also be interpreted as evidence of a transitional stage from pre-auxiliary positioning of clitics to attachment to the second verb. According to Benucci (forthcoming) 'clitic splitting' is evidence of the general Romance tendency towards the 'destructuring' of complex predicates, i.e. the replacement of monosentential verb structures by disentential structures with two verbs, each capable of bearing complement clitics.: note that it is not normally the third person non-reflexive clitic that climbs. In these structures the existence of two verbs offers two possible adjunction sites for the complement clitics. In the negative structures of the Val Bormida and Vermes we are clearly not dealing with two verbs, but within a Split IP framework it would be possible to posit two different sites to which different types of prominal complements move. Various movement analyses have been proposed for personal pronouns, e.g. Cardinaletti and Starke  (1994?) and Uriegareka (1995). I shall return to the latter below (section 5.4) since it offers support for a hypothesis advanced in Parry (1997) regarding the evolution of Val Bormida negative ordering.
5.0 Speculations regarding diachronic development
Leaving aside for the moment the analysis of the phenomena within current syntactic theory, I shall briefly review possible diachronic causes for the unusual development in the ordering of preverbal clitics exemplified in the Val Bormida and Vermes data presented above.  The rest of my paper will address this problem in the context of the Val Bormida dialects.
5.1 Textual evidence.
Diachronic investigation into the dialects of the Val Bormida is hampered by lack of textual evidence; the only non-contemporary text is the version of the parable of the Prodigal Son in the dialect of Cairo Montenotte, included in Biondelli (1853: 554). Fortunately the text contains one instance of the relevant negative and OCL construction:
(42) Cairese:	“I	m	'n	'èi	mai	dà	ün cravèt”
		2plSCL 1sgIOCL NEG have never given a kid
		'You have never given me a kid'.
The order IOCL NEG  therefore predates 1853, but further back we cannot go.
5.2 Phonetic origin?
It is not unusual in some Ligurian dialects for an epenthetic nasal to occur in the context of other nasals and especially to be attached to personal pronouns: 
il monegasco ha nun [as the preverbal negative], non dovuto però a influenza letteraria, ma alla tendenza del dialetto, in parte condivisa dal ventimigliese di introdurre, nelle parole contenenti nasali, altre nasali non foneticamente giustificati: ni > nin ‘ne’; mi > min ‘me’ (Azaretti 1974: 236). 
Tuttle (1991: 34-35) offers ample documentation of nasal insertion, a hypercorrect reaction to the weakening of caudal nasal, in Northern Italian dialects, especially in the North-East; he also gives a number of Piedmontese examples, including, liN‘dZer'light', and niN‘sOla'hazelnut'. I have found nasal epenthesis affecting the first person object clitic in a Piedmontese dialect spoken  near Asti:
(43) Rocca d'Arazzo:	a	a		ma-N 			'vug
				3fsgSCL	1sgOCL-NASAL	sees
				‘She sees me’. 
The nasal disappears if another object clitic occurs:
(44)		a		m-lu			'da 
		3fsgSCL	1sgOCL-3msgOCL	gives
		‘She gives it to me’.
This tendency for epenthesis provides a persuasive explanation for the Cairese preconsonantal form  of the proclitic partitive clitic (< INDE): it is n before a vowel, and nu before a consonant This is a particularly vulnerable position for the nasal if the following consonant is voiceless or a fricative, so hypercorrect insertion in this context is not unexpected (Tuttle 1991: 27). (in contrast to Turinese na (Brero and Bertodatti 1988, 76)). Similarly, a nasal could have been attached to the first person complement clitics especially when following a negative to produce the following (hypothetical) development:
   (i) aN  me seNt  > ii) aN  miN  seNt   >  iii)  a miN  seNt  'She cannot hear me'.
At stage (ii) the epenthetic n, echoing the preceding negative, could have been reinterpreted as a negative. Repetition of the n would then have spread to the second person, the redundancy eventually leading to the loss of the first negative. The fact that a few dialects do show two instances of preverbal n (section 2.1) suggests the possibility that all the dialects with the unusual ordering passed through this stage.
Although plausible, this hypothesis is undermined by a number of facts which, despite being individually not conclusive, together render problematic the development just proposed:
(i) no such repetition of the preverbal negative is mentioned for Vermes;
(ii) there is no actual evidence that all the dialects of the Val Bormida passed through this stage;
(iii) one would have to assume that in the Val Bormida, unlike the case of the partitive and unlike the Rocca d'Arazzo examples, nasal epenthesis on the 1sg. OCL occurred only in negative contexts;
iv) since the third person pronouns are never affected: *eN  leN  seNt 'I cannot hear him', the fact that the nasal epenthesis spread only to the second person and reflexive complement clitics (and not to the other third person clitics) still needs to be explained. Therefore, even if phonetic factors may have played some role in the unusual ordering of clitics, the problem of why only a certain group of them is affected remains unresolved.
5.3 Dialect 'fudging' as an explanation for the two preverbal negatives.
Nasal epenthesis is not the only possible explanation for the occurrence of two preverbal negatives. In transition areas it is common for structures and forms belonging to different dialect groups to overlap and produce a hybrid or fudge (Chambers and Trudgill, 1980: 134). The two preverbal negatives of varieties intermediate between the main Val Bormida OCL-NEG type and the Ligurian NEG-OCL type could have been induced by such a tendency and reinforced by the propensity for nasal epenthesis shown by pronouns containing a nasal:
Val Bormida e teN  seNt + Ligurian eN  te seNt = eN  teN  seNt.
5.4 'Movement' of negative or complement clitic.
A syntactic explanation for the unusual order of OCL + NEG involves movement - we have already outlined briefly Zanuttini’s insight that since, in the vast majority of cases, OCL - NEG occurs in varieties that have post-verbal negation, the weak preverbal negative raises from the head of a lower Negative projection together with the clitics, the serialization depending on the variety (French has ne me le whereas Cairese has . But what determines the ordering of cliticization? Another possible approach is to consider different movement trajectories for different types of complement clitics.
	According to Uriagereka (1995: 89) the upward movement of all pronominal clitics is justified within the Minimality framework by ‘the specific, referential nature of special clitics’. Since ‘expressions that stay within the VP are presentational and novel; [while] expressions assigned VP-external scope are familiar’, clitics, that either refer to the participants of the speech-event or anaphorically refer back to some already-mentioned person or object, are bound to move outside VP. In simple terms, ease of communication depends on known and presupposed elements preceeding new elements.
5.4 Leftward movement of first and second person  and reflexive clitics
The following sections will present a case for viewing the different trajectories of me, te, se etc. as opposed to third person non-reflexive pronouns as a response to particular pragmatic, semantic and syntactic factors. The first group of pronouns is characterized by two important features, namely high topicality and the property of being susceptible to binding by the subject of the sentence in reflexive constructions.
5.4.1 Deictic vs. anaphoric clitics
First and second person pronouns alone, according to Benveniste (1966: 228), contain the feature 'person', the so-called 'third person' being only analogically so defined, as it lacks person specification. The first two persons refer specifically to participants in the speech event: the speaker, or a group including the speaker, and the addressee(s); in fact they acquire meaning only in relation to the specific context of a given speech event. They are deictic forms par excellence, their function transcending that of other deictic particles as a result of their pragmatic value 'C'est pourtant un fait à la fois original et fondamental que ces formes "pronominales" ne renvoient pas à la "réalité" ni à des positions "objectives" dans l'espace ou dans le temps, mais à l'énonciation, chaque fois unique, qui les contient, et réfléchissent ainsi leur propre emploi' (Benveniste 1966: 254).. The function of 'third person' pronouns is purely syntactic; their reference is confined to the text within which they appear, it is anaphoric. The pragmatic value of first and second person pronouns thus renders them particularly salient See Givón (1976: 152-54) for evidence drawn from across the world's languages in support of 'the universal hierarchy of topicality'; also Rosen (1990) for an illuminating explanation of puzzling and intricate phenomena in a Tanoan language of New Mexico, which are determined by a hierarchical principal 'whereby, in each clause, final term relations must align with person/animacy categories'. and, in so far as the reflexive pronoun is most frequently bound to a subject representing an animate agent or experiencer In Northern Italian dialects this is in any case the only form used for first person plural reflexive reference., it too will feature high on the topicality hierarchy. First and second person and reflexive pronouns then are positively marked for the feature [Individuation]; indeed, Latin had personal pronoun forms for these only 'Pronouns in a traditional sense exist only for the functions of first person, second person and third person reflexive [...]; the others are in the range of demonstratives of varying force and reference' (Wanner 1987: 67)., a fact that also explains the way in which these forms pattern together in the Romance languages. The others are determiner-like elements, sharing a parallel evolution from the Latin distal demonstrative. 
	First and second person clitic pronouns then, in view of their salience, are particularly topical and liable to be included early in the discourse. In fact, a significant number of the examples of 'clitic splitting' show a first or second person clitic raising to the finite verb, leaving a third person clitic on a lower verb In each example the raised clitic is an animate dative; however, it seems likely that the features most influential in causing the raising are animacy and person, not the dative function. Harris (1967: 142) notes that the absence of clitic splitting in the Fr.-Prov. versions of “je leur ai promis” ‘makes it seem probable that the person rather than the case of the pronoun is the determining factor’ (see Parry (1997:261) for further illustrations of the primacy of the former over the latter.  :

(45) Franco-Provençal: a	 ki	m-a		'd3 -lo
				who	1sg.IOCL-has	said-3msg.OCL
				'who said it to me' (Harris 1967, 137)  I have adapted Harris's phonetic transcription, based on the Atlas Linguistique de la France. Out of the 27 examples of this phrase that he gives from different dialects, 4 show clitic splitting; out of 26 renderings of 'il ne nous les a pas vendus' one has clitic splitting; all of these show raising of the first person clitic, with the third person clitic remaining on the past participle.;

			b	i noz a pa ven’dylo
				they 1pl.IOCL	have	NEG	sold-3msg.OCL 
				‘They have not sold it to us’. Clitic splitting may also show instances of both pronouns being raised, with the third person clitic repeated on the lower verb:
i) Occitan:		       Te'l      volem    portar-lo (Salvat, 1943, 61)		
 		   2sgOCL 3msgOCL want to-carry-3msgOCL
			'We want to carry it to you';
or only one pronoun being raised, and also repeated later on the lower verb:
ii) Franco-Provençal:	 M'an  totun   pochu     mè          la       zuyè,    la   farsì
		1sgOCL-have  still   been-able 1sgOCL 3fsgOCL play, the farce
	 'They were still able to play the trick on me' (Olszyna-Marzys 1964: 47).	
The available data suggest that if only one OCL rises, this will not be a third non-reflexive clitic..
The movement analysis proposed by Uriegareka (1995) based on the DP hypothesis, allows for separate movement of the constituents of the complement clitic cluster as well as incorporating pragmatic and discourse notions. Following Benveniste, Uriegareka distinguishes between pronouns endowed with person features (‘strong’ clitic pronouns: 1 and 2 (sg. and pl.) and the reflexive) and those lacking person features (‘weak’ clitic pronouns: so-called ‘third person’ pronouns): ‘The idea is that the different orderings for strong and weak clitics follow from the different processes they use to move (Uriegareka 1995:114) Note that Uriagereka’s distinction between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ clitic pronouns is different from Cardinaletti and Starke’s ternary distinction between clitics, weak, and strong pronouns. For the latter, ‘clitic pronouns are deficient w.r.t. weak pronouns which in turn are deficient w.r.t. strong pronouns, both distributionally, morphologically, semantically and prosodically’ (1994: 49); deficient element must move in the syntax to recover missing case and prosodic features.. The ‘strong’ pronouns raise through adjunction scrambling (‘strong’ clitics being DP, not D, and move as phrases (ib. 113)), whilst the ‘weak’ ones raise as determiners (perhaps by substitution scrambling (ib.:114)). me, te, se etc. could therefore adjoin to the left of a negative phrase (wherever this is located), whilst the third person complement clitics substitute into a lower head, closer to the verb.
5.4.3 Binding in reflexive constructions.
Finally there is another possible factor that could have led to the different positioning of the two groups of clitics. It is significant that all the pronominal forms, except for the 1 pl. pronoun, involved in the Val Bormida phenomenon are used in reflexive constructions. Reflexive constructions involving 1pl. reference exhibit the reflexive anaphor s, as is the norm in northern Italian dialects (Rohlfs 1968: 159-60). In the dialect of Vermes the reflexive se form has by today supplanted both the 1pl. and 2pl. complement pronouns in reflexive constructions.
Insistence on the personal involvement of the subject, in 'ethic dative' type constructions, is common in colloquial discourse, including in Italian, mi mangio una mela ‘I eat (for myself) an apple’. A predilection for such structures has been shown to contribute to linguistic change, e.g. the development of an unusual auxiliary distribution pattern in certain dialects, particularly of central Italy. The appearance of reflexes of ESSE in the first and second person as opposed to those of HABERE  in the third person of compound tenses has been attributed by Tuttle (1986) to the use of medial ESSE constructions ‘i. e. with enhanced personal, psycho-physical subject participation [...] more frequently with the 1st and 2nd persons, than with the 3rd, where the psychologically unmarked HABERE periphrases would instead have been frequent’. 
More specifically pertinent to the problem of clitic ordering is the hypothesis proposed by Brusewitz (1905: 35) that the clitic order change in French, le me to me le, that took place between the 13th and 17th centuries, may be due to the high frequency of reflexive verbs in French: 
‘Dans ces verbes qui, vu leur nombre et leur fréquence, occupent une place considérable parmi les verbes français, la présence du pronom sujet devait donner naissance aux combinaisons de plus en plus fréquentes de je me, tu te, il (elle, on) se, nous nous, vous vous, ils (elles) se. ...Ainsi, comme on était habitué à dire je me figure, etc. on fut amené à dire aussi je me le figure, etc.’ 
Wanner (1974: 168-69) is more sympathetic to this theory than to the grammatical principle that had been proposed, in conjunction with a rhythmical principle, by Meyer-Lübke (1899: 800-02), requiring dative to precede accusative. In Wanner's opinion, however, the evidence supporting these theories is insufficient to warrant their being considered as anything more than interesting speculations. Watson (1997:80) also finds Brusewitz’s account the most convincing of those proposed. Case is clearly not relevant to the reordering of complement clitics and preverbal negative in the Val Bormida and Vermes, since both dative and accusative uses of the pronouns concerned occur to the left of the negative.
The fact that a number of Romance varieties, which at no stage of development had compulsory subject pronouns, e.g. Spanish, Portuguese, Southern Italo-Romance, also emerged with the order MIHI ILLUM does not invalidate Brusewitz’s theory, since there is evidence within Romance that reflexive clitics may be drawn to the left even without the 'pull' of subject clitics, e.g. modern Ibero-Romance consistently shows reflexive se as the leftmost clitic (Wanner 1974: 1160). The lack of subject clitics in Ibero-Romance need not, therefore, within a Government and Binding framework, invalidate the hypothesis that a binding relationship with the subject underlies leftward or upward movement of complement clitic pronouns. These will still be bound to the (higher) subject position, even when the subject is not phonetically realized However, Berretta (1985) finds that in Italian modal constructions involving a reflexive infinitive, clitics tend not to climb to the higher verb. She attributes this to the close semantic link between these clitics and the infinitive.  . 
The fact that the influence of reflexive constructions on the relative ordering of Romance complement clitics is by no means proved, does not invalidate the basic proposition that a specially close bond could have developed in the Val Bormida and Vermes between subject pronoun and co-referential complement clitic, such as to resist any form of interruption Neither does the fact that according to Burzio (1991: 81-105) only one of the forms (se) is morphologically reflexive, since it is the binding relationship between the OCL and the subject that counts.. Given that all the dialects we are concerned with have subject clitics, it is possible that in reflexive constructions the bond of co-reference, linking subject clitic and co-referential complement clitic, could have become so close that interruption by a preverbal negative became unacceptable. The loss of independence of the subject clitic when it became part of the agreement component of the verb (see section 2.) would have further increased the bond between it and the co-referential clitic (also within Infl). The exact position of the OCL within Infl needs further investigation, but phonetic and orthographic evidence Dialect texts are few, however, and there is no universally accepted standard orthography. Benincà and Cinque (1992) argue persuasively for taking orthographic representation into account in syntactic analysis.  supports the hypothesis that it is left-adjoined to the preverbal negative: when a consonant follows the negative, written Cairese reflects the syllabic division, separating the SCL from the group OCL + NEG, which are joined together by an epenthetic vowel:
(46)	a	s'in		bugiâvmu	mâi (Zunino 1935, poem 2)
	1SCL	REFL-NEG	moved		never
	‘We never moved’.
The evolution of Turinese itself provides some evidence in support of the existence of a close bond between SCL and co-referential OCL: reflexive constructions appear to have shown some resistance to the movement of OCLs to post-participial position in compound tenses.  Gavuzzi (1896, 52-53, cited by Tuttle, 1992: 25) contrasts proclisis of complement clitics in Piedmontese simple tenses with enclisis in compound tenses, but notes that enclisis is optional with reflexive verbs: Im sòn arcordà ~ I sòn arcordame 'I  remembered' Regarding Franco-Provençal, see also Harris (1967: 142): ‘Also worthy of note is some slight indication that postposition is not so readily accepted with pronominal or reflexive verbs’.. 
Although, unfortunately, there is no evidence available in the Val Bormida dialects to prove that their unusual clitic order first manifested itself in reflexive constructions, it is a hypothesis which offers an intuitively satisfying explanation of the facts.  Proclisis of first and second person OCLs to the negative would then have spread from reflexive constructions in which the pronouns were bound to the subject to non-reflexive constructions.
(47)	a	a mi-N  lPv neNt
		I'm not washing (me)'‘
>>
	b	u mi-N  'lPva neNt
		‘He is not washing me’, etc.
Should such a process have occurred after the extension of the reflexive se to first person plural reference, the final stage of development would have been the extension of the new order to the first person plural pronoun as well.
6. Conclusion
It has been recognized that often linguistic change cannot be ascribed to one sole cause but is, rather, the result of multiple causation (for negative structures, see Schwegler, 1983). It seems likely that change occurs in some varieties and not in others precisely because of the particular build-up of pressure from various directions, a combination of pressures peculiar to a given variety, not all of which are present in other dialects.  In our particular case, it seems reasonable to suppose that syntactic bonds, particularly in reflexive constructions, combined with pragmatic factors to bring about an ordering of complement clitic and preverbal negative that is almost unique within the Romance area.
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